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1. Introduction
To begin with, it is helpful to explain the title. The phrase ‘brave new rings’
was coined by F.Waldhausen, presumably to capture both an optimism about the
possibilities of generalizing rings to ring spectra, and a proper awareness of the
risk that the new step in abstraction would take the subject dangerously far from
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2 J.P.C. GREENLEES
its justification in examples. This article is about doing commutative algebra with
ring spectra, and is extensively illustrated by examples. The ‘First steps’ of the
title suggests its design is controlled by expository imperatives, but in fact the first
steps also follow one particular line of historical development. From either point of
view, this gives a coherent story.
From the expository point of view, we could explain the choice as follows: com-
pletion and localization are very basic constructions in commutative algebra, and
their formal nature makes them natural things to investigate in derived categories.
Part 1 describes a naive approach through elements, and Part 2 moves on to a more
conceptual approach, both illustrated by examples.
From the historical point of view, one route begins with the Atiyah-Segal com-
pletion theorem about the K-theory of classifying spaces [3]. For a finite group G
this is the statement that
K0(BG) = K0G(EG) = K
0
G(pt)
∧
J = R(G)
∧
J
where R(G) is the complex representation ring and J is its augmentation ideal.
It is natural to try to lift the algebraic statements to structural statements at the
level of derived categories of spectra. In this context, the philosophy is that the
theorem states that an algebraic and a geometric completion agree. The algebra
this uncovers then suggests a new approach to the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem
[27], by starting with a version for homology. It turns out that this phenomenon
occurs in many contexts and in some of the more algebraic ones the role of Morita
theory begins to emerge. This leads on to a more conceptual approach, which, like
Gorenstein rings [6], turns out to occur ubiquitously.
This article is based on the lectures I gave at the meeting in Chicago in Summer
2004. The points of view described have developed in joint work with Benson,
Dwyer, Iyengar and May [19, 9, 34, 35]; I am grateful to them all for numerous
conversations and insights.
Part 1. Localization and completion for ideals.
Localization and completion are basic constructions in commutative algebra,
and it is useful to be able to use them in stable homotopy theory. However, they
can be viewed as just one special case of categorically similar constructions. Several
important theorems can then be viewed as change of base results in this broadened
context.
We begin with constructions in commutative algebra, and work towards for-
mulating them in a way which generalizes to other derived categories. Consider
an ideal I in a commutative ring R, and then attempt to approximate modules by
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I-torsion modules. If we use inverse limits, we reach the notion of the completion
M∧I = lim← k
M/IkM
of an R-module M . The algebraic fact that completion is not exact in the non-
Noetherian case means that in treating homological invariants, we are forced to
work with the derived functors of completion. In fact topology suggests a homo-
topy invariant construction which leads in turn to a means of calculation of the left
derived functors of completion (local homology); this then models the the comple-
tion of spectra by construction.
We began by considering inverse limits of torsion modules since completion
is exact on Noetherian modules, so in that case the zeroth derived functor agrees
with the original and the higher derived functors are zero. On the other hand, if
we attempt to approximate modules by direct limits of torsion modules we obtain
ΓIM = lim→ k
HomR(A/Ik,M) = {x | Ikx = 0 for k >> 0}.
This time the original functor is often zero (in the torsion free case for example),
and it is the higher derived functors that are better behaved. These are calculated
by a dual construction, which leads to Grothendieck’s local cohomology modules.
We will begin in Section 2 with the familiar commutative algebra, and then
adapt it to ring spectra and study it in Sections 3 to 5. Finally we consider two
specializations: that to MU -module spectra in Section 6, when we obtain well
known chromatic constructions, and the motivating examples in equivariant topol-
ogy in Section 7. Related surveys are given in [36, 37].
2. Algebraic definitions: Local and Cˇech cohomology and homology
The material in this section is based on [41, 35, 28]. Background in commu-
tative algebra can be found in [48, 13].
2.A. The functors. Suppose to begin with that R is a commutative Noether-
ian ring and that I = (α1, . . . , αn) is an ideal in R. We shall be concerned especially
with two naturally occurring functors on R-modules: the I-power torsion functor
and the I-adic completion functor.
The I-power torsion functor ΓI is defined by
M 7−→ ΓI(M) = {x ∈M | Ikx = 0 for k >> 0}.
We say that M is an I-power torsion module if M = ΓIM . It is easy to check that
the functor ΓI is left exact.
Recall that the support of M is the set of prime ideals ℘ of R such that the
localization M℘ is non-zero. We say that M is supported over I if every prime in
the support of M contains I. This is equivalent to the condition that M [1/α] = 0
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for each α ∈ I. It follows that M is an I-power torsion module if and only if the
support of M lies over I.
The I-adic completion functor is defined by
M 7−→M∧I = lim← kM/I
kM.
The Artin-Rees lemma implies that I-adic completion is exact on finitely generated
modules, but it is neither right nor left exact in general.
Since the functors that arise in topology are exact functors on triangulated
categories, we need to understand the algebraic functors at the level of the derived
category, which is to say that we must understand their derived functors. The con-
nection with topology comes through one particular way of calculating the derived
functors R∗ΓI of ΓI and LI∗ of I-adic completion. It also provides a connection
between the two sets of derived functors and makes useful techniques available.
2.B. The stable Koszul complex. We begin with a sequence α1, . . . , αn of
elements of R and define various chain complexes. In Subsection 2.C we explain
why the chain complexes only depend on the radical of the ideal I = (α1, . . . , αn)
generated by the sequence, in Subsection 2.D we define associated homology groups,
and in Subsection 2.E we give conceptual interpretations of this homology under
Noetherian hypotheses.
We begin with a single element α ∈ R, and an integer s ≥ 0, and define the
sth unstable Koszul complex by
K•s (α) = (α
s : R −→ R)
where the non-zero modules are in cohomological degrees 0 and 1. These complexes
form a direct system as s varies,
K•1 (α) = ( R
α−→ R )
↓ =↓ ↓ α
K•2 (α) = ( R
α2−→ R )
↓ =↓ ↓ α
K•3 (α) = ( R
α3−→ R )
↓ =↓ ↓ α
and the direct limit is the flat stable Koszul complex
K•(α) = (R −→ R[1/α]) .
When defining local cohomology, it is usual to use the complex K•(α) of flat
modules. However, we shall need a complex of projective R-modules to define
the dual local homology modules. Accordingly, we take a particularly convenient
projective approximation PK•(α) to K•(α). Instead of taking the direct limit of
the K•s (α), we take their homotopy direct limit. This makes the translation to
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the topological context straightforward. More concretely, our model for PK•(α) is
displayed as the upper row in the homology isomorphism
PK•(α)

= ( R⊕R[x]
〈1,0〉

〈1,αx−1〉 // R[x] )
g

K•(α) = ( R // R[1/α] ) ,
where g(xi) = 1/αi. Like K•(α), this choice of PK•(α) is non-zero only in coho-
mological degrees 0 and 1.
The stable Koszul cochain complex for a sequence α = (α1, . . . , αn) is obtained
by tensoring together the complexes for the elements, so that
K•(α) = K•(α1)⊗R · · · ⊗R K•(αn),
and similarly for the projective complex PK•(α).
2.C. Invariance statements. We prove some basic properties of the stable
Koszul complex.
Lemma 2.1. If β is in the ideal I = (α1, α2, . . . , αn), then K•(α)[1/β] is exact.
Proof: Since homology commutes with direct limits, it suffices to show that some
power of β acts as zero on the homology of K•s (α) = K
•
s (α1)⊗· · ·⊗K•s (αn). How-
ever, (αi)s annihilates H∗(K•s (αi)), and it follows from the long exact sequence in
homology that (αi)2s annihilates H∗(K•s (α)). Writing β as a linear combination
of the n elements αi, we see that β2sn is a linear combination of elements each of
which is divisible by some (αi)2s, and the conclusion follows. 
Note that, by construction, we have an augmentation map
ε : K•(α) −→ R.
Corollary 2.2. Up to quasi-isomorphism, the complex K•(α) depends only
on the radical of the ideal I.
Proof: Since K•(α) is unchanged if we replace the generators by powers, it suffices
to show that K•(α) only depends on the ideal generated by α.
The augmentation gives a map
K•(α, β) = K•(α)⊗R K•(β) −→ K•(α)⊗R R = K•(α)
which is a quasi-isomorphism if β ∈ I since the lemma shows its cofibre K•(α)[1/β]
is exact. It follows that we have homology isomorphisms
K•(α)←− K•(α)⊗K•(α′) −→ K•(α′)
if α′ is a second set of generators for I.
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
In view of Corollary 2.2 it is reasonable to write K•(I) for K•(α). Since
PK•(α) is a projective approximation to K•(α), it too depends only on the radical
of I. We also write K•s (I) = K
•
s (α1)⊗· · ·⊗K•s (αn), but this is an abuse of notation
since even its homology groups do depend on the choice of generators.
2.D. Local homology and cohomology. The local cohomology and homol-
ogy of an R-module M are then defined by
H∗I (R;M) = H
∗(PK•(I)⊗M)
and
HI∗ (R;M) = H∗(Hom(PK
•(I),M).
Note that we could equally well use the flat stable Koszul complex in the definition
of local cohomology, as is more usual. Lemma 2.1 shows that H∗I (M)[1/β] = 0 if
β ∈ I, so H∗I (M) is an I-power torsion module and supported over I.
It is immediate from the definitions that local cohomology and local homology
are related by a third quadrant universal coefficient spectral sequence
(1) Es,t2 = Ext
s
R(H
−t
I (R),M) =⇒ HI−t−s(R;M),
with differentials dr : Es,tr −→ Es+r,t−r+1r .
We observe that local cohomology and homology are invariant under change of
base ring.
Lemma 2.3. If R −→ R′ is a ring homomorphism, I ′ is the ideal I ·R′ and M ′
is an R′-module regarded by pullback as an R-module, then
H∗I (R;M
′) ∼= H∗I′(R′;M ′) and HI∗ (R;M ′) ∼= HI
′
∗ (R
′;M ′)
Proof: The statement for local cohomology is immediate from the definition, since
R ⊗R M ′ = R′ ⊗R′ M ′. The statement for local homology is similar, for exam-
ple from the explicit projective model for the stable Koszul complex, or it can be
deduced from the local cohomology statement using the Universal Coefficient The-
orem. 
In view of this, we usually omit the ring R from the notation unless is is
necessary for emphasis.
It is also useful to know that local homology and cohomology are invariant
under completion.
Lemma 2.4. Local homology and cohomology are invariant under the completion
M −→M∧I of a finitely generated module M .
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Proof: From the Universal Coefficient Theorem it suffices to prove the result for
local cohomology.
First note that the kernel of the natural mapK•(α) −→ R has a finite filtration
with subquotients R[1/β] for β ∈ I. Similarly, the kernel of the natural map
PK•(α) −→ R has a finite filtration with subquotients PR[1/β] for β ∈ I. Since
β is invertible on HomR(PR[1/β],M), Lemma 2.1 shows HomR(PR[1/β],M) ⊗R
K•(α) is contractible.
It follows that the natural map
M ⊗R K•(α) '−→ HomR(PK•(α),M)⊗R K•(α)
is a homology isomorphism. We will see in 2.6 below that HomR(PK•(α),M) '
M∧I for finitely generated modules M . 
2.E. Derived functors. We gave our definitions in terms of specific chain
complexes. The meaning of the definitions appears in the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.5 (Grothendieck [41]). If R is Noetherian, then the local coho-
mology groups calculate the right derived functors of the left exact functor M 7−→
ΓI(M). In symbols,
HnI (R;M) = (R
nΓI)(M). 
This result may be used to give an explicit expression for local cohomology in
familiar terms. Indeed, since ΓI(M) = lim→ r
Hom(R/Ir,M), and the right derived
functors of the right-hand side are obvious, we have
(RnΓI)(M) ∼= lim→ r Ext
n
R(R/I
r,M).
The description in terms of the stable Koszul complex is usually more practical.
Theorem 2.6 (Greenlees-May [35]). If R is Noetherian, then the local homol-
ogy groups calculate the left derived functors of the (not usually right exact) I-adic
completion functor M 7−→ M∧I . Writing LIn for the left derived functors of I-adic
completion, this gives
HIn(R;M) = L
I
n(M). 
The conclusions of Theorem 2.5 and 2.6 are true under much weaker hypotheses
[35, 52].
An elementary proof of Theorem 2.5 can be obtained by induction on the
number of generators of I. To give the idea, we prove the principal case I = (α). It
is clear that H0I (Q) = ΓI(Q) so it suffices to prove H
1
I (Q) = cok(Q −→ Q[1/α]) = 0
when Q is an injective R-module.
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Since R is Noetherian, there is an r for which αr+1x = 0 implies αrx = 0,
and hence R −→ (α) ⊕ R/(αr) is a monomorphism. By injectivity of Q, any map
q : R −→ Q extends to a map 〈f, g〉 : (α)⊕R/(αr) −→ Q, and hence q = f(α)+g(1).
On the other hand, again by injectivity of Q, the map f : (α) −→ Q extends to a
map f ′ : R −→ Q, so f(α) = αf ′(1) is a multiple of α, and we see q = αq′ + g(1)
with g(1) annihilated by αr. This shows
Q = αQ+ ΓαQ
so that Q −→ Q[1/α] is an epimorphism as required.
The general case uses the spectral sequence
H∗I (H
∗
J(M)) =⇒ H∗I+J(M)
that is obtained from the isomorphism PK•(I + J) ∼= PK•(I) ⊗ PK•(J). Since
we have proved the principal case, the remaining step required for the general case
(which we omit) is to show that if Q is injective then ΓIQ is also injective.
The proof of Theorem 2.6 can also be obtained like this, although it is more
complicated because the completion of a projective module is rarely projective.
2.F. The shape of local cohomology. One is used to the idea that I-adic
completion is often exact, so that LI0 is the most significant of the left derived
functors. However, it is the top non-vanishing right derived functor of ΓI that
is the most significant. Some idea of the shape of these derived functors can be
obtained from the following result. Observe that the complex PK•(α) is non-
zero only in cohomological degrees between 0 and n, so that local homology and
cohomology are zero above dimension n. A result of Grothendieck usually gives a
much better bound. We write dim(R) for the Krull dimension of R and depthI(M)
for the I-depth of a module M (the length of the longest M -regular sequence from
I).
Theorem 2.7 (Grothendieck [40]). If R is Noetherian of Krull dimension d,
then
HiI(M) = 0 and H
I
i (M) = 0 if i > d.
If e = depthI(M) then
HiI(M) = 0 if i < e.
If R is Noetherian, M is finitely generated, and IM 6=M , then
HeI (M) 6= 0. 
Grothendieck’s proof of vanishing begins by noting that local cohomology is
sheaf cohomology with support. It then proceeds by induction on the Krull dimen-
sion and reduction to the irreducible case. The statement about depth is elementary,
and proved by induction on the length of the I-sequence (see [48, 16.8]).
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The Universal Coefficient Theorem gives a useful consequence for local homol-
ogy.
Corollary 2.8. If R is Noetherian and depthI(R) = dim(R) = d, then
LIsM = Ext
d−s
R (H
d
I (R),M). 
For example if R = Z and I = (p), then H∗(p)(Z) = H
1
(p)(Z) = Z/p
∞. Therefore
the corollary states that
L
(p)
0 M = Ext(Z/p
∞,M) and L(p)1 M = Hom(Z/p
∞,M),
as was observed in Bousfield-Kan [12, VI.2.1].
2.G. Cˇech homology and cohomology. We have motivated local cohomol-
ogy in terms of I-power torsion, and it is natural to consider the difference between
the torsion and the original module. In geometry this difference would be more
fundamental than the torsion itself, and local cohomology would then arise by con-
sidering functions with support.
To construct a good model for this difference, observe that ε : K•(α) −→ R is
an isomorphism in degree zero and define the flat Cˇech complex Cˇ•(I) to be the
complex Σ(ker ε). Thus, if i ≥ 0, then Cˇi(I) = Ki+1(I). For example, if I = (α, β),
then
Cˇ•(I) = (R[1/α]⊕R[1/β] −→ R[1/(αβ)] ) .
The differential K0(I) −→ K1(I) specifies a chain map R −→ Cˇ•(I) whose fibre is
exactly K•(I). Thus we have a fibre sequence
K•(I) −→ R −→ Cˇ•(I).
We define the projective version PCˇ•(I) similarly, using the kernel of the composite
of ε and the quasi-isomorphism PK•(I) −→ K•(I); note that PCˇ•(I) is non-zero
in cohomological degree −1.
The Cˇech cohomology and homology of an R-module M are then defined by
CˇH∗I (R;M) = H
∗(PCˇ•(I)⊗M)
and
CˇHI∗ (R;M) = H∗(Hom(PCˇ
•(I),M)).
The Cˇech cohomology can also be defined by use of the flat Cˇech complex and is
zero in negative degrees, but the Cˇech homology is usually non-zero in degree −1.
The fibre sequence PK•(I) −→ R −→ PCˇ•(I) gives rise to long exact se-
quences relating local and Cˇech homology and cohomology,
0 −→ H0I (M) −→M −→ CˇH0I (M) −→ H1I (M) −→ 0
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and
0 −→ HI1 (M) −→ CˇHI0 (M) −→M −→ HI0 (M) −→ CˇHI−1(M) −→ 0,
together with isomorphisms
HiI(M) ∼= CˇHi−1I (M) and HIi (M) ∼= CˇHIi−1(M) for i ≥ 2.
2.H. Cˇech cohomology and Cˇech covers. To explain why Cˇ•(I) is called
the Cˇech complex, we describe how it arises by using the Cˇech construction to
calculate cohomology from a suitable open cover. More precisely, let Y be the
closed subscheme of X = Spec(R) determined by I. The space V (I) = {℘|℘ ⊃
I} decomposes as V (I) = V (α1) ∩ . . . ∩ V (αn), and there results an open cover
of the open subscheme X − Y as the union of the complements X − Yi of the
closed subschemes Yi determined by the principal ideals (αi). However, X − Yi is
isomorphic to the affine scheme Spec(R[1/αi]). Since affine schemes have no higher
cohomology,
H∗(Spec(R[1/αi]); M˜) = H0(Spec(R[1/αi]); M˜) =M [1/αi],
where M˜ is the sheaf associated to the R-module M . Thus the E1 term of the
Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence for this cover collapses to the chain complex
Cˇ•(I), and
H∗(X − Y ; M˜) ∼= CˇH∗I (M).
3. Homotopical analogues of the algebraic definitions
We now transpose the algebra from Section 2 into the homotopy theoretic
context. It is convenient to note that it is routine to extend the algebra to graded
rings, and we will use this without further comment below. We assume the reader
is already comfortable working with ring spectra, but there is an introduction with
full references in [32], elsewhere in this volume.
We replace the standing assumption that R is a commutative Z-algebra by the
assumption that it is a commutative S-algebra, where S is the sphere spectrum.
The category of R-modules is now the category of R-module spectra. Since the
derived category of a ring R is equivalent to the derived category of the associated
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum [54], the work of earlier sections can be reinterpreted
in the new context. To emphasize the algebraic analogy, we write ⊗R and HomR
for the smash product over R and function spectrum of R-maps and 0 for the trivial
module. In particular X ⊗S Y = X ∧ Y and HomS(X,Y ) = F (X,Y ).
This section is based on [27, 28].
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3.A. Koszul spectra. For α ∈ pi∗R, we define the stable Koszul spectrum
K(α) by the fibre sequence
K(α) −→ R −→ R[1/α],
where R[1/α] = holim→ (R
α−→ R α−→ . . .). Analogous to the filtration by degree in
chain complexes, we obtain a filtration of the R-module K(α) by viewing it as
Σ−1(R[1/α] ∪ CR).
Next we define the stable Koszul spectrum for the sequence α1, . . . , αn by
K(α1, . . . , αn) = K(α1)⊗R · · · ⊗R K(αn),
and give it the tensor product filtration.
The topological analogue of Lemma 2.1 states that if β ∈ I then
K(α1, . . . , αn)[1/β] ' 0;
this follows from Lemma 2.1 and the spectral sequence (3) below. We may now use
precisely the same proof as in the algebraic case to conclude that the homotopy
type of K(α1, . . . , αn) depends only on the radical of the ideal I = (α1, · · · , αn).
We therefore write K(I) for K(α1, . . . , αn).
3.B. Localization and completion. With motivation from Theorems 2.5
and 2.6, we define the homotopical I-power torsion (or local cohomology) and
homotopical completion (or local homology) modules associated to an R-module
M by
(2) ΓI(M) = K(I)⊗R M and ΛI(M) =M∧I = HomR(K(I),M).
In particular, ΓI(R) = K(I).
Because the construction follows the algebra so precisely, it is easy give methods
of calculation for the homotopy groups of these R-modules. We use the product of
the filtrations of the K(αi) given above and obtain spectral sequences
(3) E2s,t = H
−s,−t
I (R∗;M∗)⇒ pis+t(ΓIM)
with differentials dr : Ers,t → Ers−r,t+r−1 and
(4) Es,t2 = H
I
−s,−t(R
∗;M∗)⇒ pi−(s+t)(M∧I )
with differentials dr : Es,tr → Es+r,t−r+1r .
3.C. The Cˇech spectra. Similarly, we define the Cˇech spectrum by the cofi-
bre sequence
(5) K(I) −→ R −→ Cˇ(I).
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We define the homotopical localization (or Cˇech cohomology) and Cˇech homology
modules associated to an R-module M by
(6) M [I−1] = Cˇ(I)⊗R M and ∆I(M) = HomR(Cˇ(I),M).
In particular, R[I−1] = Cˇ(I). Once again, we have spectral sequences for calculat-
ing their homotopy groups from the analogous algebraic constructions.
3.D. Basic properties. We can now give topological analogues of some basic
pieces of algebra that we used in Section 2. Recall that the algebraic Koszul complex
K•(I) is a direct limit of unstable complexes K•s (I) that are finite complexes of free
modules with homology annihilated by a power of I. We say that an R-module M
is a I-power torsion module if its R∗-module M∗ of homotopy groups is a I-power
torsion module; equivalently, M∗ must have support over I.
Lemma 3.1. The R-module K(I) is a homotopy direct limit of finite R-modules
Ks(I), each of which has homotopy groups annihilated by some power of I. There-
fore K(I) is a I-power torsion module.
Proof: It is enough to establish the result for a principal ideal and then take tensor
products over R. Exactly as in the algebraic context, since K(α) is the fibre of
R −→ R[1/α], we find K(α) ' holim→ sKs(α), where Ks(α) = Σ
−1R/αs is the fibre
of αs : R −→ R. 
The following lemma is an analogue of the fact that Cˇ•(I) is a chain complex
which is a finite sum of modules R[1/α] for α ∈ I.
Lemma 3.2. The R-module Cˇ(I) has a finite filtration by R-submodules with
subquotients that are suspensions of modules of the form R[1/α] with α ∈ I.
Proof: By construction K(α) = Σ−1R[1/α]∪CR, giving it a filtration of length 1.
The tensor product K(I) therefore has a filtration of length n with the top quotient
R and all other subquotients of the form R[1/α] for α ∈ I. The result follows since
Cˇ(I) is the mapping cone of K(I) −→ R. 
These lemmas are useful in combination.
Corollary 3.3. If M is a I-power torsion module then M ⊗R Cˇ(I) ' 0; in
particular K(I)⊗R Cˇ(I) ' 0.
Proof: Since M [1/α] ' 0 for α ∈ I, Lemma 3.2 gives the conclusion for M . 
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4. Completion at ideals and Bousfield localization
Bousfield localizations include both completions at ideals and localizations at
multiplicatively closed sets, but one may view these Bousfield localizations as falling
into the types typified by completion at p and localization away from p. Thinking
in terms of Spec(R∗), this is best viewed as the distinction between localization at
a closed set and localization at the complementary open subset. In this section we
deal with the closed sets and with the open sets in Section 5. The section is based
on [34, 35, 28].
4.A. Homotopical completion. As observed in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we
have K(α) = holim→ s
Σ−1R/αs and therefore
M∧(α) = HomR(holim→ s
Σ−1R/αs,M) ' holim← sM/α
s.
If I = (α, β), then
M∧I = HomR(K(α)⊗R K(β),M)
= HomR(K(α),HomR(K(β),M))
= (M∧(β))
∧
(α),
and so on inductively. This should help justify the notationM∧I = HomR(K(I),M).
When R = S is the sphere spectrum and p ∈ Z ∼= pi0(S), K(p) is a Moore
spectrum for Z/p∞ in degree −1 and we recover the usual definition
X∧p = F (S
−1/p∞, X)
of p-completions of spectra as a special case, where F (A,B) = HomS(A,B) is the
function spectrum. The standard short exact sequence for the calculation of the
homotopy groups of X∧p in terms of ‘Ext completion’ and ‘Hom completion’ follows
directly from Corollary 2.8.
Since p-completion has long been understood to be an example of a Bousfield
localization, our next task is to show that completion at I is a Bousfield localization
in general.
4.B. Bousfield’s terminology. Fix an R-module E. A spectrum A is E-
acyclic if A ⊗R E ' 0; a map f : X −→ Y is an E-equivalence if its cofibre is
E-acyclic. An R-module M is E-local if E ⊗R T ' 0 implies HomR(T,M) ' 0. A
map Y −→ LEY is a Bousfield E-localization of Y if it is an E-equivalence and LEY
is E-local. This means that Y −→ LEY is terminal among E-equivalences with
domain Y , and the Bousfield localization is therefore unique if it exists. Similarly,
we may replace the single spectrum E by a class E of objects E, and require the
conditions hold for all such E
The following is a specialization of a change of rings result to the ring map
S −→ R.
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Lemma 4.1. Let E be a class of R-modules. If an R-module N is E-local as an
R-module, then it is E-local as an S-module.
Proof: If E ∧ T = E ⊗S T ' ∗ for all E, then E ⊗R (R ⊗S T ) ' 0 for all E and
therefore F (T,N) = HomS(T,N) ' HomR(R⊗S T,N) ' 0. 
4.C. Homotopical completion is a Bousfield localization. The class
that will concern us most is the class I-Tors of finite I-power torsion R-modules
M . Thus M must be a finite cell R-module, and its R∗-module M∗ of homotopy
groups must be a I-power torsion module.
Theorem 4.2. For any finitely generated ideal I of R∗ the map M −→M∧I is
Bousfield localization in the category of R-modules in each of the following equiva-
lent senses:
(i) with respect to the R-module ΓI(R) = K(I).
(ii) with respect to the class I-Tors of finite I-power torsion R-modules.
(iii) with respect to the R-module Ks(I) for any s ≥ 1.
Furthermore, the homotopy groups of the completion are related to local homology
groups by a spectral sequence
E2s,t = H
I
s,t(M∗) =⇒ pis+t(M∧I ).
If R∗ is Noetherian, the E2 term consists of the left derived functors of I-adic
completion: HIs (M∗) = L
I
s(M∗).
Proof: We begin with (i). Since
HomR(T,M∧I ) ' HomR(T ⊗R K(I),M),
it is immediate that M∧I is K(I)-local. We must prove that the map M −→ M∧I
is a K(I)-equivalence. The fibre of this map is HomR(Cˇ(I),M), so we must show
that
HomR(Cˇ(I),M)⊗R K(I) ' 0.
By Lemma 3.1, K(I) is a homotopy direct limit of terms Ks(I). Each Ks(I) is
in I-Tors, and we see by their definition in terms of cofibre sequences and smash
products that their duals Ks(I)# are also in I-Tors, where M# = HomR(M,R).
Since Ks(I) is a finite cell R-module,
HomR(Cˇ(I),M)⊗R Ks(I) = HomR(Cˇ(I)⊗R Ks(I)#,M),
and Cˇ(I)⊗R Ks(I)# ' 0 by Corollary 3.3. Parts (ii) and (iii) are similar but sim-
pler. For (iii), observe that we have a cofibre sequence R/αs −→ R/α2s −→ R/αs,
so that all of the Kjs(I) may be constructed from Ks(I) using a finite number of
cofibre sequences. 
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5. Localization away from ideals and Bousfield localization
In this section we turn to localization away from the closed set defined by an
ideal I. First, observe that, when I = (α), M [I−1] is just R[α−1]⊗RM =M [α−1].
However, the higher Cˇech cohomology groups give the construction for general
finitely generated ideals a quite different algebraic flavour, and M [I−1] is rarely a
localization of M at a multiplicatively closed subset of R∗. The section is based on
[28].
5.A. The Cˇech complex as a Bousfield localization. To characterize this
construction as a Bousfield localization, we consider the class I-Inv of R-modules
M for which there is an element α ∈ I such that α :M −→M is an equivalence.
Theorem 5.1. For any finitely generated ideal I = (α1, . . . , αn) of R∗, the map
M −→M [I−1] is Bousfield localization in the category of R-modules in each of the
following equivalent senses:
(i) with respect to the R-module R[I−1] = Cˇ(I).
(ii) with respect to the class I-Inv.
(iii) with respect to the set {R[1/α1], . . . , R[1/αn]}.
Furthermore, the homotopy groups of the localization are related to Cˇech cohomology
groups by a spectral sequence
E2s,t = CˇH
−s,−t
I (M∗) =⇒ pis+t(M [I−1]).
If R∗ is Noetherian, the E2 term can be viewed as the cohomology of Spec(R∗)\V (I)
with coefficients in the sheaf associated to M∗.
Proof : We prove Part (i); Parts (ii) and (iii) are proved similarly. To see that
M [I−1] is local, suppose that T⊗RCˇ(I) ' 0. We must show that HomR(T,M [I−1]) '
0. By the cofibre sequence defining Cˇ(I) and the supposition, it suffices to show
that HomR(K(I)⊗R T,M [I−1]) ' 0. By Lemma 3.1,
HomR(K(I)⊗R T,M [I−1]) ' holim← sHomR(Ks(I)⊗R T, Cˇ(I)⊗R M).
Observing that
HomR(Ks(I)⊗R T, Cˇ(I)⊗R M) ' HomR(T,Ks(I)# ⊗R Cˇ(I)⊗R M),
we see that the conclusion follows from Corollary 3.3. The map M −→ M [I−1] is
a Cˇ(I)-equivalence since its fibre is ΓI(M) = K(I) ⊗R M and K(I) ⊗R Cˇ(I) ' 0
by Corollary 3.3. 
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Remark 5.2. Translating the usual terminology, we say that a localization
L on R-modules is smashing if L(N) = N ⊗R L(R) for all R-modules N . It
is clear that localization away from I is smashing and that completion at I will
usually not be smashing. For any smashing localization one may form an associated
complementary completion, giving a formal situation like the present one [30].
Remark 5.3. One may also characterize the map ΓI(M) −→M by a universal
property analogous to that of the cellular approximation in spaces.
On the one hand, ΓI(M) is constructed from K1(I) by 3.1, and on the other
hand, the map induces an equivalence of HomR(K1(I), ·) since, by Lemma 3.2,
HomR(K1(I), Cˇ(I)) ' 0. We will return to these ideas in Part 2.
6. Chromatic filtrations for MU-modules.
We have described ways of picking out parts of stable homotopy theory con-
centrated on open and closed subschemes of a coefficient ring. This philosophy was
used before in stable homotopy theory in a deeper way, where the analogy needed
much more work to set up. We show in this section that the two approaches agree
where they overlap.
The starting point of the chromatic apprach to homotopy theory is that one
may attempt to make calculations in stable homotopy theory using a chosen coho-
mology theory. One of the most effective is complex cobordismMU∗(X). Not only
is it a very practical means of calculation in many cases, but it also leads to re-
markable structural insight [43, 49, 51, 45]. Indeed, the Adams-Novikov spectral
sequence gives a means of calculation in the category of S-modules based on the cat-
egory of MU∗-modules. However the connection goes further. The coefficient ring
MU∗ is isomorphic Lazard’s universal ring for 1-dimensional commutative formal
group laws, and Quillen proved that there is a canonical isomorphism for geometric
reasons. Thus the algebra of MU∗-modules is that of 1-dimensional commutative
formal groups, and this gives rise to a filtration by height. This algebraic filtration
in turn gives rise to the chromatic filtration of stable homotopy.
Since cobordism is represented by a commutative S-algebraMU , there is a well-
behaved category of MU -modules, and we may lift the Adams-Novikov spectral
sequence to the level ofMU -modules. The formalities we have described in Section
3 above give a filtration of the category ofMU -modules, and it is the purpose of this
section to explain that this agrees with the restriction of the chromatic filtration,
and to provide a dictionary for relating the languages.
6.A. Cobordism notation. Recall thatMU∗ = Z[xi | i ≥ 1], where deg(xi) =
2i, and thatMU∗ contains elements vi of degree 2(pi−1) that map to the Hazewinkel
generators of BP∗ = Z(p)[vi | i ≥ 1]. We let In denote the ideal (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) in
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pi∗(MU), where v0 = p; we work with MU rather than BP because of its canonical
S-algebra structure. The Brown-Peterson espectrum BP is a ring in the homotopy
category of MU -modules whose unit MU −→ BP factors through the canonical
retraction MU(p) −→ BP . There are also MU -module spectra E(n) and K(n)
such that E(0)∗ = K(0)∗ = Q, and for n ≥ 1
K(n)∗ = Fp[vn, v−1n ] and E(n)∗ = Z(p)[v1, . . . , vn, v−1n ].
Furthermore E(n) is a ring in the homotopy category of MU -modules.
6.B. Chromatic filtration and the Cousin complex. The chromatic fil-
tration corresponds to the Bousfield localizations Ln with respect to K(0)∨K(1)∨
. . . ∨ K(n), or equivalently with respect to E(n). For any spectrum X, Ravenel
defines the nth acyclization CnX and the nth monochromatic part MnX by the
cofibrations
CnX −→ X −→ LnX
and
Σ−nMnX −→ LnX −→ Ln−1X.
To start inductions, L−1X = ∗.
The connection between the present constructions and Ravenel’s are provided
by the following dictionary.
Lemma 6.1. For an MU -module A, and for any n ≥ −1, we have
LnA ' A[I−1n+1],
CnA ' ΓIn+1A
and
MnA ' Σn−1ΓInA[1/vn].
Proof: It suffices to establish the first identification. Indeed, CnA and MnA are
then defined by cofibre sequences from the Ci, and these are precise counterparts
of
ΓIn+1A −→ A −→ A[I−1n+1]
and
Σ−1ΓInA[1/vn] −→ ΓIn+1A −→ ΓInA
from Subsection 2.G.
The idea of the comparison is clear, but the obstacle is that in considering
MU∗(X) for an MU -module X we must relate the MU∗-action through MU to
the MU∗-action through X. We need to engineer a situation where we can apply
the well-known formulae this purpose. By [51, 7.3.2], localization at E(n) is the
same as localization at the wedge of MU [1/vi] for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. By 4.1 we conclude
thatM [I−1n+1] is E(n)-local. To see thatM −→M [I−1n+1] is anMU [1/vi]-equivalence
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for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, note that its fibre is ΓIn+1M and ΓIn+1M [1/w] ' 0 for any w ∈ In+1.
Consider pi∗(MU ∧MU) as a left MU∗-module, and recall from [51, B.5.15] that
the right unit ηR :MU∗ −→ pi∗(MU ∧MU) satisfies
ηR(vi) ≡ vi mod Ii · pi∗(MU ∧MU), hence ηR(vi) ∈ Ii+1 · pi∗(MU ∧MU).
We have
ΓIn+1(M) ∧MU ' ΓIn+1(M)⊗MU (MU ∧MU)
and can deduce inductively that ΓIn+1M ∧MU [1/w] ' 0 for any w ∈ In+1 since
ΓIn+1(M)[1/w] ' 0 for any such w.

6.C. Chromatic completions of MU-modules and S-modules. We first
recall the definition of the chromatic completion. For a sequence i = (i0, i1, . . . , in−1),
we may attempt to construct generalized Toda-Smith spectra
Mi =M(pi0 , vi11 , . . . , v
in−1
n−1 )
inductively, starting with S, continuing with the cofibre sequence
M(pi0) −→ S p
i0−→ S,
and, given L =M(i0,i1,...,in−2), concluding with the cofibre sequence
Mi −→ L
v
in−1
n−1−→ L.
Here Mi is a finite complex of type n and hence admits a vn-self map by the
Nilpotence Theorem [16, 44], and vinn is shorthand for such a map. These spectra
do not exist for all sequences i, but they do exist for a cofinal set of sequences,
and Devinatz has shown [15] that there is a cofinal collection all of which are ring
spectra. These spectra are not determined by the sequence, but it follows from
the Nilpotence Theorem that they are asymptotically unique in the sense that
holim→ i
Mi is independent of all choices. Hence we may define a completion for all
p-local spectra X by
X∧In = F (holim→ i
Mi, X).
We denote the spectrum holim→ i
Mi by ΓIn(S), although it is not simply a local
cohomology spectrum.
Proposition 6.2. Localize all spectra at p. Then there is an equivalence of
MU -modules
MU ∧ ΓIn(S) ' ΓIn(MU).
Therefore, for any MU -module M , there is an equivalence of MU -modules between
the two completions M∧In .
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Proof: The second statement follows from the first since
HomMU (MU ∧ ΓIn(S),M) ' F (ΓIn(S),M)
as MU -modules. It suffices to construct compatible equivalences
MU ∧Mi 'MU/pi0 ⊗MU MU/vi11 ⊗MU . . .⊗MU MU/vin−1n−1 .
The right side is equivalent to MU/Ii, where Ii = (pi0 , vi11 , . . . , v
in−1
n−1 ) ⊂ In. A
vn-self map v : X −→ X on a type n finite complex X can be characterized as
a map such that, for some i, BP∗(vi) : BP∗(X) −→ BP∗(X) is multiplication by
vjn for some j. Since MU∗(X) = MU∗ ⊗BP∗ MU∗(X), we can use MU instead of
BP . Using MU , we conclude that the two maps of spectra id∧ vi and vjn ∧ id from
MU ∧ X to itself induce the same map on homotopy groups. The cofibre of the
first is MU ∧ Cvi and the cofibre of the second is MU/(vjn) ∧X. If X is a gener-
alized Moore spectrum, results of [44] show that some powers of these two maps
are homotopic, hence the cofibres of these powers are equivalent. The conclusion
follows by induction. 
7. Completion theorems and their duals.
Finally, we return to the motivating context with a section based on [34, 27].
There is more background on equivariant stable homotopy theory in [36]. So as
to illustrate the result in the simplest context we choose a finite group G, and an
equivariant cohomology theory R∗G(·) which is Noetherian in the sense that R∗G is
Noetherian and for any finite G-CW-complex X, the R∗G-module R
∗
G(X) is finitely
generated. We also suppose that R∗G(X) ∼= R∗(X/G) if X is G-free (in fact we
make the corresponding assumption about the representing G-spectrum, which is
to say that it is split [39]). It smooths the exposition to suppose throughout that
G-spaces are equipped with a G-fixed basepoint. This is no loss of generality since
an unbased G-space Y may be converted to a based G-space Y+ by adding a disjoint
basepoint. The unreduced cohomology of Y is the reduced cohomology of Y+.
The completion theorem concerns the map
R∗G = R
∗
G(S
0) −→ R∗G(EG+) = R∗(BG+)
induced by projection EG −→ pt, or more generally
R∗G(X) −→ R∗G(EG+ ∧X) = R∗(EG+ ∧G X)
for a finite based G-CW-complex X. The classical completion theorem is said to
hold if these maps are completion at the augmentation ideal
I = ker(R∗G −→ R∗).
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By the Noetherian condition, I is finitely generated, so if R∗G(·) is represented
by a strictly commutative ring spectrum, we may form the I-adic completion of
R. The classical completion theorem for the case X = pt+ = S0 then suggests the
derived completion theorem:
F (EG+, R) ' R∧I .
More precisely, the statement is that the natural map R −→ F (EG+, R) has the
universal property of I-adic completion.
If the derived completion theorem holds, the classical completion theorem holds
by taking homotopy groups, since the higher derived functors vanish by the Artin-
Rees Lemma. Furthermore, applying F (X, ·) we obtain
F (X ∧ EG+, R) ' F (X,R)∧I .
The classical completion theorem for a general finite X follows by taking homotopy
groups. Furthermore, we can see how to formulate the appropriate statement for
an infinite X using local homology [34]
Now notice that R∧I = HomR(ΓIR,R) and F (EG+, R) ' HomR(R∧EG+, R).
Thus the derived completion theorem is the statement that ΓIR and R ∧ EG+
become equivalent after applying HomR(·, R). Indeed, there are obvious comparison
maps
R ∧ EG+ '←− ΓI(R ∧ EG+) −→ ΓIR,
and it is elementary that the left hand map is an equivalence: the map ΓI(X ∧
F ) −→ X ∧ F is an equivalence when F = G+ since resG1 (I) = (0), and hence for
F = EG+, since it is constructed from G-free cells.
The simplest way that the derived completion could be true would be if the
derived local cohomology theorem holds:
R ∧ EG+ ' ΓIR,
or more precisely that R ∧ EG+ −→ R has the universal property of ΓIR −→ R.
The remarkable fact is that for complex oriented cohomology theories this
strengthening of the completion theorem holds. Indeed, the proof is simple enough
that we can outline it here. However there are examples (such as stable cohomo-
topy) for which the derived completion theorem holds (by Carlsson’s proof [14] of
the Segal Conjecture) but for which the local cohomology theorem is false.
Theorem 7.1. For a complex oriented, Noetherian theory, the derived local
cohomology theorem holds in the sense that
R ∧ EG+ ' ΓIR.
Hence in particular there is a spectral sequence
H∗I (R
∗
G)⇒ RG∗ (EG+) ∼= R∗(BG+).
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Proof: We need only show that the map ΓI(R∧EG+) −→ ΓI(R) is an equivalence,
or equivalently that ΓI(R ∧ E˜G) ' 0, where E˜G is the mapping cone of EG+ −→
S0. Since the theory is complex oriented, we may define Euler clases of complex
representations.
If G is of prime order we may take E˜G = S∞V where V is the complex reduced
regular representation and then use the fact that the Euler class χ(V ) is in I,
combined with Lemma 2.1.
The same argument shows that ΓI(R ∧ S∞V ) ' 0 for any complex represent-
tion V . We use an induction on the group order, noting that if V is the reduced
regular representation, there is a map E˜G −→ S∞V whose mapping cone C is
built from cells G/H+ with H a proper subgroup. The Noetherian hypothesis is
enough to ensure the radical of resGH(I(G)) is I(H), so it follows by induction that
ΓI(R ∧ E˜G ∧G/H+) ' 0, and hence that ΓI(R ∧ E˜G ∧ C) ' 0 as required. 
Part 2. Morita equivalences and Gorenstein rings.
In Part 1 we considered certain localizations and completions associated to an
ideal I of the coefficient ring R∗ of a ring spectrum R, and gave characterizations
up to homotopy, but the methods were based on using particular elements of R∗.
In Part 2, we change focus from the pair (I,R) to the pair (R,R∗/I), and then
replace the graded ring R∗/I by a ring spectrum k. This is a strict refinement
when the coefficient ring of k is the quotient considered before, in the sense that
k∗ = R∗/I. Conceptually, the present situation is considerably more general, but
for a particular ring spectrum R and a particular ideal I of its coefficients it is
sometimes impossible to construct an R-module k (let alone an R-algebra) with
k∗ = R∗/I.
To summarize: in Part 2 we consider a map R −→ k of ring spectra, and the
notation is chosen to suggest the analogy with a commutative Noetherian local
ring R with residue field k. In effect we are extending the idea of trying to do
commutative algebra entirely in the derived category. Given the map R −→ k,
it turns out that completion and localization arise from a Morita adjunction, so
that it is essential that we consider non-commutative rings, even if we only want
conclusions in commutative algebra. Part 2 is based on the papers [18] and [19].
8. The context, and some examples.
The basic ingredients are as follows.
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Context 8.1. The main input is a map R −→ k of ring spectra with notation
suggested by the case when R is commutative local ring with residue field k. We
also write E = HomR(k, k) for the (derived) endomorphism ring spectrum.
We work in the derived category D(R-mod) of left R-modules.
8.A. New modules from old. Three construction principles will be impor-
tant to us. There is some duplication in terminology, but the flexibility is conve-
nient.
IfM is an R-module we say that X is built fromM if X can be formed fromM
by completing triangles, taking coproducts and retracts (i.e., X is in the localizing
subcategory generated by M). We refer to objects built from M as M -cellular, and
write Cell(R,M) for the resulting full subcategory of D(R-mod). An M -cellular
approximation of X is a map CellM (X) −→ X where CellM (X) is M -cellular and
the map is an HomR(M, ·)-equivalence.
We say that it is finitely built from M if only finitely many steps and finite
coproducts are necessary (i.e., X is in the thick subcategory generated by M).
Finally, we say that X is cobuilt from M if X can be formed from M by
completing triangles, taking products and retracts (i.e., X is in the colocalizing
subcategory generated by M).
8.B. Finiteness conditions. We say M is small if it is finitely built from R
and we say R is regular if k is small as an R-module. The theory is easiest if R is
regular, but this assumption is very strong. We will develop a useful theory under
a much weaker condition.
Definition 8.2. [19] We say that k is proxy-small if there is an object K with
the following properties
• K is small
• K is finitely built from k and
• k is built from K.
Remark 8.3. Note that the second and third condition imply that the R-
moduleK generates the same category as k using triangles and coproducts: Cell(R,K) =
Cell(R, k).
It is one of the messages of [19] that the weak condition of proxy-smallness
allows one to develop a very useful theory.
8.C. The principal examples. We will illustrate the theory throughout with
three rather extensive families of examples, giving them in this order each time.
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Examples 8.4. (i) (Local algebra) Take R to be a commutative Noetherian
local ring in degree 0, with maximal ideal I and residue field k.
By the Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre theorem, k is small if and only if R is a
regular local ring, confirming that the smallness of k is a very strong condition. On
the other hand, k is always proxy-small: we may take K = K1(α) to be the Koszul
complex for a generating sequence α for I.
It is shown in [18] that Cell(R, k) consists of objects whose homology is I-power
torsion.
The endomorphism ring E is modelled by the endomorphism ring of a projective
R-resolution of the R-module k. Its homology is the Ext algebra
H∗(E) = Ext∗R(k, k).
(ii) (Cochains on a space) For a field k, consider the cochain complex for a
space X
R = C∗(X; k).
We want a commutative model, so it is not possible to use a conventional differential
graded algebra unless k is of characteristic 0. Instead, we identify the ring k with the
associated Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum Hk, chosen to be a strictly commutative
ring spectrum. We will therefore interpret C∗(X; k) = F (X,Hk) as the function
spectrum of maps from X to the commutative ring spectrum Hk, and as such it
is itself a commutative k-algebra spectrum. This is reasonable since C∗(X; k) is a
model for ordinary cohomology in the sense that pi∗(C∗(X; k)) = H∗(X; k).
If the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converges then
E ' C∗(ΩX; k).
For instance this holds if X is simply connected, or if k is characteristic p and X is
connected with fundamental group a finite p-group [17].
Under this assumption one may show that R is regular if and only if H∗(ΩX; k)
is finite dimensional. In one direction, we use the Eilenberg-Moore construction:
if k is finitely built from R then we apply HomR(·, k) to deduce HomR(k, k) '
C∗(ΩX; k) is finitely built from HomR(R, k) = k. The other direction uses the
Rothenberg-Steenrod construction. The ring R is proxy-regular much more gener-
ally. In particular R is proxy-regular if X = BG for a compact Lie group G or if
X is a connected finite complex, whatever the fundamental groups.
(iii) (Equivariant cohomology) To make contact with the equivariant motiva-
tion in Part 1 we suppose given a commutative ring G-spectrum, R representing
R∗G(X) = [X,R]
∗
G, and consider k = F (G+, R) representing the non-equivariant
theory R∗(X) = [X,R]∗ = [X,F (G+, R)]∗G. The collapse map G+ −→ S0 induces
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a ring map R −→ k and
E = HomR(k, k) ' HomR(F (G+, R), F (G+, R)) ' F (G+, G+) ∧R.
The category Cell(R, k) consists of the G-free R-modules.
9. Morita equivalences.
Morita theory studies objects X of a category C by considering their counter-
parts Hom(k,X) as modules over the endomorphism ring End(k) of an object k.
In favourable circumstances this may provide an equivalence between C and a cat-
egory of End(k)-modules. Classically, C is an abelian category with infinite sums
and k is a small projective generator, and we find C is equivalent to the category
of End(k)-modules [7, II Thm 1.3]. However there are numerous variations and
extensions. The differences in our context that are most significant are that we
work in a derived category (or its model) rather than in an abelian category, and
that k is not necessarily either small or a generator. The fact that the objects of
the categories are spectra is unimportant except for the formal context it provides.
See [53] for an account from the present point of view.
Two separate Morita equivalences play a role. It is striking that even where we
want conclusions in a commutative context, the Morita equivalences involve us in
thinking about non-commutative rings. This may seem less surprising if we think of
it as a refinement of the well established use of non-commutative rings of operations
in stable homotopy theory. This section is based on [18], with augmentations from
[19].
9.A. First variant. Continuing to let E = HomR(k, k) denote the (derived)
endomorphism ring, we consider the relationship between the derived categories of
left R-modules and of right E-modules. We have the adjoint pair
T : D(mod−E) // D(R−mod) : Eoo
defined by
T (X) := X ⊗E k and E(M) := HomR(k,M).
Remark 9.1. If k is small, it is easy to see that this adjunction gives equivalence
Cell(R, k) ' D(mod−E)
between the derived category of R-modules built from k and the derived category
of E-modules. Indeed, to see the unit X −→ ETX = HomR(k,X ⊗E k) is an
equivalence, we note it is obviously an equivalence for X = E and hence for any X
built from E , by smallness of k. The argument for the counit is similar.
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Remark 9.2. The unit of the adjunction is not an equivalence in general.
For example if R = Λ(τ) is exterior on a generator of degree 1 then E ' k[x] is
polynomial on a generator of degree−2. As anR-module, k is of infinite homological
dimension and hence it is not small. In this case all R-modules are k-cellular, so
that Cell(R, k) = R-mod. Furthermore, the only subcategories of R-modules closed
under coproducts and triangles are the trivial category and the whole category. On
the other hand the category of torsion E-modules is a proper non-trivial subcategory
closed under coproducts and triangles.
Exchanging roles of the rings, so that R = k[x] and E ' Λ(τ), we see k is small
as a k[x]-module and Cell(k[x], k) consists of torsion modules. Thus we deduce
tors-k[x]-mod ' mod-Λ(τ). 
In fact the counit
TEM = HomR(k,M)⊗E k −→M
of the adjunction is of interest much more generally. Notice that any E-module
(such as HomR(k,M)) is built from E , so the domain is k-cellular. We say M is
effectively constructible from k if the counit is an equivalence, because TEM gives
a concrete and functorial model for the cellular approximation to M . Under the
much weaker assumption of proxy smallness we obtain a very useful conclusion
linking Morita theory to commutative algebra.
Lemma 9.3. Provided k is proxy-small, the counit
TEM = HomR(k,M)⊗E k −→M
is k-cellular approximation, and hence in particular any k-cellular object is effec-
tively constructible from k.
Proof: We observed above that the domain is k-cellular. To see the counit is a
HomR(k, ·)-equivalence, consider the evaluation map
γ : HomR(k,X)⊗E HomR(Y, k) −→ HomR(Y,X).
This is an equivalence if Y = k, and hence by proxy-smallness it is an equivalence
if Y = K. This shows that the top horizontal in the diagram
HomR(k,X)⊗E HomR(K, k) '−→ HomR(K,X)
'↓ ↓=
HomR(K,HomR(k,X)⊗E k) −→ HomR(K,X)
is an equivalence. The left hand-vertical is an equivalence since K is small. Thus
the lower horizontal is an equivalence, which is to say that the counit
TEX = HomR(k,X)⊗E k −→ X
is a K-equivalence. By proxy-smallness, this counit map is a k-equivalence. 
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Examples 9.4. (i) If R is a commutative local ring, we saw in 5.3 that the
k-cellular approximation of a module M is ΓIM = K(I)⊗R M , so we have
TEM ' K(I)⊗R M.
(ii) If R = C∗(X; k) it is not easy to say what the k-cellular approximation is
in general, but any bounded below module M is cellular.
(iii) In the equivariant case with k = F (G+, R) we see that the k-cellular
approximation of an R-module M is M ∧ EG+. Even without knowing that k
is proxy-small, it is not hard to see that every G-free module is effectively con-
structible.
9.B. Second variant. There is a second adjunction between the derived cat-
egories of left R-modules and of right E-modules. In the first variant, k played a
central role as a left R-module and a left E-module. In this second variant
k# := HomR(k,R)
plays a corresponding role: it is a right R-module and a right E-module. We have
the adjoint pair
E′ : D(R−mod) // D(mod−E) : Coo
defined by
E′(M) := k# ⊗R M and C(X) := HomE(k#, X).
Remark 9.5. If k is small then
E′(M) = HomR(k,R)⊗R M ' HomR(k,M) = EM,
so the two Morita equivalences consider the left and right adjoints of the same
functor.
The unit of the adjunction M −→ CE′(M) is not very well behaved, and the
functor CE′ is not even idempotent in general.
9.C. Complete modules and torsion modules. Even when we are not in-
terested in the intermediate category of E-modules, several of the composite functors
give interesting endofunctors of the category of R-modules.
Lemma 9.6. If k is proxy-small then k-cellular approximation is smashing:
CellkM ' (CellkR)⊗R M.
Proof: Both modules come with natural maps toM . SinceR buildsM , (CellkR)⊗R
R builds (CellkR)⊗RM , so that there is a unique map (CellkR)⊗RM −→ CellkM .
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Assuming k is proxy-small, there is a unique map in the reverse direction, be-
cause HomR(CellkM, Cˇ(k) ⊗R M) ' 0. Indeed, this obstruction module cobuilt
from HomR(K, Cˇ(k)⊗R M), and K# ⊗R Cˇ(k) ' 0. 
We therefore see by 9.3 and 9.6 that if k is proxy-small
Cellk(M) = TEM = TE′M.
This is the composite of two left adjoints, focusing attention on its right adjoint
CEM , and we note that
CE(M) = HomR(k#,HomR(k,M)) = HomR(TER,M).
By analogy with Subsection 3.B, we may make the following definition.
Definition 9.7. The completion of an R-module M is the map
M −→ HomR(TER,M) = CEM.
We say that M is complete if the completion map is an equivalence.
Remark 9.8. By 9.6 we see that completion is idempotent.
We adopt the notation
ΓkM := TE′M
and
ΛkM := CEM.
This is by analogy with the case of commutative algebra through the approach of
Part 1 (see Subsection 3.B), where Γk = ΓI is the total right derived functor of
the I-power torsion functor and Λk = ΛI is the total left derived functor of the
completion functor (see [1, 2] for the context of commutative rings).
It follows from the adjunctions described in Section 9 that Γk is left adjoint to
Λk as endofunctors of the category of R-modules:
HomR(ΓkM,N) = HomR(M,ΛkN)
for R-modules M and N . Slightly more general is the following observation.
Lemma 9.9. For R-modules M and N there is a natural equivalence
ΛkHomR(M,N) ' HomR(ΓkM,ΓkN).
Proof: Consider HomR(M,HomR(ΓkR,N)). 
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Lemma 9.10. If k is proxy-small, Γk and Λk give an adjoint equivalence
Cell(R, k) ' D(comp−R-mod),
where D(comp−R-mod) is the triangulated subcategory of D(R) consisting of com-
plete modules.
Proof: We have
TE′M ' TEM ' ΓkM ' ΓKM,
and
CEM ' HomR(ΓkR,M) ' HomR(ΓKR,M),
so it suffices to prove the result when k is small. When k is small the present
adjunction is the composite of two adjoint pairs of equivalences. We have seen this
for the first variant, and the second variant is proved similarly by arguing that the
unit and counit are equivalences. 
10. Matlis lifts.
Matlis lifts are the second novel ingredient in the story. They can be viewed as
a language for discussing orientations. For a more extensive discussion, see [19].
10.A. The definition. To motivate the definition, suppose R is a k-algebra.
There are then two dualities on R-modules we may wish to consider: the Spanier-
Whitehead dual
M# = HomR(M,R)
and the Brown-Comenetz dual
M∨ = Homk(M,k).
To see how different these usually are, we may conider the case when R is concen-
trated in infinitely many positive degrees: then R# = R is still positively graded
and cyclic, whereas R∨ is negatively graded and not finitely generated.
When R is not a k-algebra, the situation is a little more complicated, and
a guiding example is provided by Pontrjagin duality. For this we consider the
case R = Z and k = Z/p. If T is a Z/p-module, we have the vector space dual
HomZ/p(T,Z/p), but we may wish to extend this to Z-modules, using
HomZ/p(T,Z/p) = HomZ(T,Z/p∞);
we say Z/p∞ is a Matlis lift of Z/p from Z/p-modules to Z-modules.
Definition 10.1. Given a ring map R −→ k, and a k-module N , we say that
the R-module I = I(N) is a Matlis lift of N if (i) HomR(k, I) ' N as left k-modules
and (ii) I is effectively constructible from k.
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The first condition is the special case T = k of our motivation, and the general
case follows. Since the first condition only sees the k-cellularization of I, it is
natural to require I is k-cellular, and the second condition is a small strengthening
of this.
It is worth highlighting the fact that the existence of a Matlis lift of N provides
a right E-action on N extending its left k-module structure. Discussion of Matlis
lifts can be reformulated in these terms.
We will only need the special case N = k here. If k is proxy-small, effective
constructibility is the same as cellularity so 9.3 shows that Matlis lifts of k cor-
respond to right E-actions on k. Given a preferred Matlis lift I of k, we write
M∨ = HomR(M, I) since it extends k-duality of k-modules.
10.B. Examples. In the particular case of the k-module k itself, we may ask
how many structures it admits as a right E-module, and for which of these structures
a Matlis lift exists. In several interesting cases, there is a unique right action of E
on k.
Examples 10.2. (i) If R is a commutative local ring, the injective hull I(k) is
a Matlis lift of k. Connectivity arguments show there is a unique right E-action on
k, and hence I(k) is the unique Matlis lift.
(ii) If R = C∗(X; k), for a connected space X, then E ' C∗(ΩX; k) provided
the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converges. Right E-actions on k correspond
to actions of pi0(C∗(ΩX; k)) = k[pi1(X)] on k, which is to say group homomorphisms
pi1(X) −→ k×. The trivial action is the one specified by the trivial homomorphism,
and the associated Matlis lift is C∗(X; k). If pi1(X) is a p-group and k = Fp, the
homomorphism is necessarily trivial, so C∗(X; k) is the unique Matlis lift of k.
(iii) In the equivariant case with k = F (G+, R), actions of E on k correspond
to actions of F (G+, G+) on G+ extending the left action of G+, and hence there
is only one. The Matlis lift of k corresponding to the standard action is R itself. 
10.C. Brown-Comenetz duality and Matlis lifts. The p-primary Brown-
Comentez dual I(p) of the sphere spectrum in p-local stable homotopy theory is
defined by the condition
[T, I(p)]n = HomZ(pin(T ),Q/Z(p)).
In fact it is the unique Matlis lift of HFp along R = S0 −→ HFp = k and
I(p) = HFp ⊗E HFp,
where E = EndS0(HFp) is the mod p Steenrod algebra ring spectrum.
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Proof: To see that I(p) is a Matlis lift, we note that by definition
HomS0(HFp, I(p)) = HFp.
By connectivity of E , there is a unique right E-action on HFp.
SinceHFp is not proxy-small, we must argue directly that I(p) is effectively con-
structible. The counit of the adjunction gives a comparison map HFp ⊗E HFp −→
I(p). The homotopy groups of both sides are calculated by a spectral sequence with
E2-term TorApi (Fp,Fp), on the left it is a bar spectral sequence and on the right a
dual Adams spectral sequence. In fact we may dualize the usual construction of the
Adams spectral sequence and observe it also gives a calculation of the bar spectral
sequence, so the map induces an isomorphism of E2-terms.

10.D. Local duality and the dualizing complex. A dualizing complex D
for a commutative Noetherian local ring R is characterized by the three require-
ments (i) HomR(D,D) = R, (ii) D has finite injective dimension and (iii) H∗(D)
is a finitely generated R-module. There is a useful summary of properties in [5].
Dualizing complexes exist under very weak hypotheses, certainly if the ring is
a quotient of a complete local ring. We only use the fact that for a local ring R the
dualizing complex D has the property that ΓkD = I(k) (up to suspension). From
the fact that Γk and Λk give inverse equivalences, it is therefore natural to make
the following definition.
Definition 10.3. If there is a Matlis lift I(k) of k, we define the dualizing
complex by
D = ΛkI(k).
Remark 10.4. To justify calling D the dualizing complex, we should establish
a natural equivalence
R −→ HomR(D,D) = HomR(I(k), I(k)),
in some generality, at least when R is complete. Here are two examples from local
algebra.
(a) Suppose R is a k-algebra. In this case HomR(I(k), I(k)) = Homk(I(k), k).
If R is k-reflexive (for example if k is a field and H∗(R) is bounded below and a
finite dimensional vector space in each degree) we also have I(k) = Homk(R, k),
and the required equivalence follows.
(b) Suppose R is a complete, commutative local ring. Suppose also that there
is a map Q −→ R making R into a finite Q-module and with Q complete and
Gorenstein.
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In that case ΓIQ = ΓI on R-modules, and ΓIQ = IQk (k) is the Matlis lift of k
to a Q-module. Hence
Q = HomQ(ΓIQ,ΓIQ) = HomQ(IQk (k), I
Q
k (k)).
We now claim
IRk (k) := HomQ(R, I
Q
k (k))
is a Matlis lift of k to an R-module. We may then calculate
R = Q⊗Q R = HomQ(IQk (k), IQk (k))⊗Q R = HomR(IRk (k), IRk (k)). 
We may connect the dualizing complex with local duality by a tautology.
Corollary 10.5. (Local duality) If I(k) is a Matlis lift of k there is an equiv-
alence
HomR(ΓkR, I(k)) = ΛkD. 
11. The Gorenstein condition.
A commutative Noetherian local ring R is Gorenstein if and only if Ext∗R(k,R)
is one dimensional as a k-vector space [48, 18.1]. In the derived category we
can restate this as saying that the homology of the (right derived) Hom complex
HomR(k,R) is equivalent to a suspension of k (cf [26]). This suggests the definition
for ring spectra.
Definition 11.1. [19] We say that R −→ k is Gorenstein if there is an equiv-
alence of R-modules HomR(k,R) ' Σak for some integer a.
As in commutative algebra, Gorenstein rings are ubiquitous.
Examples 11.2. (i) The ring spectrum associated to a commutative local ring
R is Gorenstein if and only if the local ring is Gorenstein in the conventional sense,
as we discussed in our motivation.
(ii) The ring spectrum R = C∗(X; k) is Gorenstein in two cases. First there
is the more familiar case when X is a compact connected manifold orientable over
k. In fact R is also Gorenstein if X is not orientable, provided 2n acts as zero
on k for some n. To see this, let R˜ = C∗(X˜; k) denote the cochain complex of
the orientable double cover X˜ of X, and let C be the group of order 2, acting via
covering transformations. Notice that the convergence of the Rothenberg-Steenrod
and Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequences give HomkC(k, R˜) ' R and R˜⊗R k ' kC.
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Now we may calculate
HomR(k,R) ' HomR(k,HomkC(k, R˜))
' HomR(k ⊗kC k, R˜)
' HomR˜(R˜⊗R k ⊗kC k, R˜)
' HomR˜(kC ⊗kC k, R˜)
' HomR˜(k, R˜).
Secondly, R is Gorenstein when X = BG for any finite group G. We will give
the proof when G is a finite p-group in Subsection 11.D below. In fact this example
extends to many cases when G is a compact Lie group. To explain, we need to
consider the adjoint action of pi1(BG) on Hdc (TeG; k) ∼= k, where G is of dimension
d. The ring R is Gorenstein if the action is trivial or if 2n acts as 0 on k.
(iii) The group ring kG of a finite group G is Gorenstein as a ring spectrum.
More generally, if R is an equivariant commutative ring spectrum and k = F (G+, R)
represents the nonequivariant theory, then
HomR(k,R) = HomR(F (G+, R), R) ' G+ ∧HomR(R,R) ' k,
so that R is Gorenstein.
11.A. Orientability. For simplicity we suppose for the rest of the section that
all cellular objects are effectively constructible, for example if k is proxy-small.
If R is Gorenstein, k acquires new structure: that of a right E-module (not to
be confused with its natural structure as a left E-module), and ΓkR is a Matlis lift
of k. We want to say that R is orientable if the new right action is ‘trivial’. In
many examples there is a natural candidate for an action to be called trivial, and
a corresponding Matlis lift I of k.
Definition 11.3. A Gorenstein ring spectrum R is orientable if
HomR(k,R) ' ΣaHomR(k, I)
as right E-modules.
Examples 11.4. (i) If R is a commutative local ring, we remarked in Example
10.2 that there is a unique right E-module structure on k, and hence a unique Matlis
lift of k. Thus every Gorenstein commutative ring is orientable as a ring spectrum.
The notion of orientability is redundant in classical commutative algebra.
(ii) If R = C∗(X; k), we have already remarked that the Matlis lift correspond-
ing to the trivial action is I = C∗(X; k).
If X is a manifold for which R = C∗(X; k) is Gorenstein, the associated action
is the one arising from the monodromy action. Thus R is orientable if and only
if the manifold X is orientable over k. For example if X is not orientable and
k = Z/4, the ring spectrum R is Gorenstein but not orientable.
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Similarly, if X = BG, the Gorenstein action is the adjoint action of pi1(BG)
on Hdc (TeG; k), where G is of dimension d. The case G = O(2) gives an example
where this is non-trivial, since the reflections act as −1. The ring k = Z/4 is still
proxy-small so R is Gorenstein but not orientable.
(iii) In the equivariant example with k = F (G+, R), there is an obvious action
of F (G+, G+) on G+, giving an action of E on k, which we use to give the Matlis lift.
The Gorenstein action is its opposite; since the two are isomorphic, this example is
orientably Gorenstein.
11.B. The local cohomology theorem. We saw in 5.3 that the stable
Koszul complex provides a construction of k-cellular approximation in many con-
texts. In this case, its homotopy is calculated using local cohomology: there is a
spectral sequence
H∗m(pi∗(R))⇒ pi∗(ΓkR).
We can then deduce a valuable duality property from the Gorenstein condition.
Indeed, if R −→ k is Gorenstein and orientable, we have the equivalences
EΓkR = HomR(k,ΓkR) ' HomR(k,R) ' ΣaHomR(k, I) = EΣaI
of right E-modules. By 9.3, we conclude
ΓkR ' TEΓkR ' TEΣaI ' ΣaI.
For example if R is a k-algebra for a field k, we can take I = Homk(R, k) provided
it is k-cellular, and conclude that there is a spectral sequence
H∗m(pi∗(R))⇒ H∗(Homk(R, k)) = Homk(pi∗R, k).
In particular if pi∗(R) is Cohen-Macaulay, this spectral sequence collapses to show it
is also Gorenstein. In fact one may apply Grothendieck’s dual localization process
to this spectral sequence and hence conclude that whatever its depth, pi∗(R) is
generically Gorenstein [33]. This dual localization process is lifted to the level of
module spectra in [9].
Examples 11.5. (i) When R is a commutative local ring, we just obtain Goren-
stein duality, stating that a Gorenstein ring is Cohen-Macaulay and Hrm(R) = I(k).
(ii) If R = C∗(X; k) for an orientable manifold X we deduce the Poincare´
duality statement
H∗(X; k) = H0m(H
∗(X; k)) ∼= H∗(X; k).
A much more interesting example is that of C∗(BG) for a compact Lie group
G. Since pi∗(C∗(BG)) = H∗(BG), when G is finite there is a spectral sequence
H∗m(H
∗(BG))⇒ H∗(BG),
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showing that the group cohomology ring H∗(BG) has very special properties, such
as being generically Gorenstein.
(iii) For the group ring, we conclude kG = H0m(kG) = kG
∨, which is to say
that kG is a Frobenius algebra.
For the general equivariant example, with k ' F (G+, R), we have ΓkR '
R ∧ EG+. However, in this case Homk(R, k) ' R, which is not k-cellular: the
statement ΓkR ' Γk(R∨) is a tautology. The only content in this case comes from
the work of Section 7 of Part 1, where we say R ∧ EG+ ' ΓkR ' ΓIR, converting
the geometric cellular approximation to an algebraic one.
11.C. The Gorenstein condition and the dualizing complex. Another
characterization of the Gorenstein condition for complete local rings is condition
on R that R ' ΣaD for some a, where D is the dualizing complex. Combining this
with the tautologous local duality statement 10.5, we see that this version of the
Gorenstein condition implies
HomR(ΓkR, I(k)) = ΣaR.
Example 11.6. The example of Mahowald-Rezk [47] fits well here. They define
the nth dualizing complex by
WnS
0 = ICfnS
0,
where I denotes Brown-Comenetz duality, and Cfn is the finite counterpart of the
nth acyclization discussed in Section 6, namely the F (n+1)-cellular approximation
functor, for a finite type n-spectrum F (n+ 1). Thus it is natural to write CfnS
0 =
ΓF (n+1)S0, and hence its Brown-Comenetz dual is the dualizing complex.
Mahowald and Rezk consider the class of spectra for which their cohomology
is finitely presented over the Steenrod algebra. They prove that all such type n fp
spectra are reflexive. In fact they go on to form WX as a direct limit of WnX and
show that for many interesting fp ring spectra (such as X = ku, ko, eo2, BP 〈n〉)
we have WX ' ΣdX for a suitable d. This says that the dualizing complex is a
suspension of the ring, and we have just observed this is a form of the Gorenstein
condition.
11.D. Morita invariance of the Gorenstein condition. In this final sec-
tion we show that the Gorenstein condition is Morita invariant in many useful
cases, provided R is a k-algebra. This allows us to deduce striking consequences
from well-known examples of Gorenstein rings. For instance we can deduce the
local cohomology theorem for finite p-groups from the fact that kG is a Frobenius
algebra.
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Theorem 11.7. Suppose R is a k-algebra, and R∨ is k-cellular and finally that
E and R are Matlis reflexive. Then
HomE(k, E) ∼= HomR(k,R),
and hence
E is Gorenstein ⇐⇒ R is Gorenstein.
Proof: We use the fact that E(R∨) = k∨, so that we have
R∨ = TE(R∨) = Tk∨ = k∨ ⊗E k,
and the fact that E = HomR(k, k) dualizes to give
E∨ = k ⊗R k∨.
Next, note that the expression k ⊗R k∨ ⊗E k makes sense, where the right E-
module structure on the first two factors comes from k∨. The key equality in the
proof is simply the associativity isomorphism
E∨ ⊗E k = k ⊗R k∨ ⊗E k = k ⊗R R∨.
Now we make the following calculation,
HomE(k, E) ' HomE(k, (E∨)∨)
' Homk(E∨ ⊗E k, k)
' Homk(k ⊗R k∨ ⊗E k, k)
' Homk(k ⊗R R∨, k)
' HomR(k, (R∨)∨)
' HomR(k,R)

Corollary 11.8. If G is a finite p-group then kG is Gorenstein and hence
C∗(BG) is Gorenstein. 
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